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Wireless Charging     Zippy WA03

Product Features

Product Specification
Model

Certification

Wireless Charging Module

Wireless Charging Pad

Zippy WA03

Qi Certification (WPC 1.1)

3-Coils Design

Input: DC 12V / 800mA
Output: ≥ 5W

Input: AC 100-240V / 50-60Hz
Max350mA
Output: DC 12V / 1A

• Foreign Object Detection
• Overcurrent Protection
• Short Circuit Protection

1 Year

www.teamgroup.com.tw

 The first wireless charging product of Team Group – Zippy 
WA03 will solve all troubles above. Zippy WA03 utilizes WPC Qi wireless 
charging technology and specification, which is compatible with any 
Qi-enabled device. Charging a smartphone without cable is possible from 
now. With Zippy WA03, you could get rid of problems caused by the wire. 
Unlike many other products in the market, Zippy WA03 has large charging 
area comparing to other similar product, owing to Zippy WA03 unique 
3-coils charging module design. Without specific charging position to 
align, you can charge your mobile device with dropping freely on the 
charging pad. Furthermore, you can quickly change from flat to stand 
charging mode by docking. It creates the flexible usage model for you 
to adjust the charging position according to your personal needs, for 
example, you can watch a movie while charging by landscape mode. 
Zippy WA03 is suitable for variety places, such as office, living room, 
bedroom, car, etc. Your phone will always be maintained at full power 
status, since your smartphone is charging all the time.

 To live in a convenient, simple, safe, and wireless environment 
is what we dream of. So let Zippy WA03 bring you into the smart life!

Adapter

Safety & Protection

Warranty

Wireless charger get rid of problems caused by the wire

3-coils wireless charging module design provides large charging area

Qi (WPC 1.1) certificated, compatible with any Qi-enabled device

Unique docking design allows to put your phone freely

Smart power protection for obstructing object

Not even to mention the port
will be damaged due to plugged
in/out all the time!

Do you feel fretful when you are 
looking at tangled wire?

It is really a trouble to find and plug
in/out the cable while charging!


